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A number-one New York Times best-selling author, Charlaine Harris penned the addictive Sookie

Stackhouse series. In Day Shift psychic Manfred Bernardo is hounded by the press after a client

drops dead during a reading. Turning to the local vampire's lover for help, Manfred hopes she can

put the squeeze on the scandal before someone else is put on ice.
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I am loving these books in this newish series. I have read almost everything Ms. Harris has written

and am a huge fan. These books are super fun as they are again - great stories about wonderfully

unique people. - AND for those of us that love Ms. Harris' work - some of the smaller characters in

her previous books show up here as larger characters. This caused me to go back and reread her

Shakespeare series - and it was wonderful to read again. Lovely, lovely lovely. All her books are so

worth anything you spend on them. Keep writing Ms. Harris

So much fun! The story is made considerably more interesting & needled a "can't help myself" need

to turn the next page by the story teller. The author kept my attention nearing obsession.Characters

normally "JUDGED" abhorrent are made endearing & made me laugh. Loudly.A story, yet a genuine

reminder & parable of the human condition. I prefer ANYTHING unpopular, but good writing plus

GOOD story telling?Wins my very spent attention.



I absolutely love everything I've read by Charlaine Harris which is at least four of her series. I am so

happy to have this new one to read, and can't wait for more. I will be going straight to the third in this

series. I particularly loved the Synergy of bringing in characters from her other series, which kind of

made me feel like part of a special Club who recognized the other characters and the other

storylines. She can do no wrong!

Love the book and the series, Charlaine Harris writes so well, fast and easy read but keeps your

attention. I normally don't like series because there is such a obvious format that is the same story

but things happen to different people. These don't seem to have a formula and it is a different book

all together, just the same characters. what fun it is to read her books, I finish one and start on the

other one immediately.

I listened to the audible version of this book while walking and thoroughly enjoyed it. I'd recommend

reading the books in order, and this is the second one. The books stand well on their own, but you'll

get more out of them knowing what comes before. The characters are well drawn, and I loved

spending time with them. I'm in the middle of the third book now. It's great too.

like the continuation of the prior story and the character development. The mystery of the gas

station and restaurant is continuing which is good. Continuing the mystery of the Reverend (even

though it has been partially revealed) is also good and keeps the story alive. I particularly enjoyed

the revelations of Joe and Chuy. Despite the hint at the costume party (Midnight), this did,

especially, delight me. Knowing that Olivia has much, much more to her story intrigues me and - of

course - I will follow along with the next book.I have mixed emotions about the introduction of Bon

Temps into the story and will wait to see if it is used as a little spice to enhance the tale, or if it will

take over. I think that a takeover would be regrettable as I do enjoy the new cast and story of the

strange little town that just wants to go on being a strange little town.

Good continuation of the series. We get to see more of the backstory for various characters. I like

how Harris is taking her time showing the various secrets around town. Looking forward to moving

on to volume 3 (Though I'm staying away from the NBC TV show, the first episode already

threatened to ruin my mental image of everything, them changing so much for no good reason).

Another Great story from Charlaine Harris! This 2nd book of the series flows perfectly from the first



book and is just as wonderful as the first. The characters in Midnight, Texas are so real and

believable, as well as likeable. The story, for me, is not so much about the special talents to be

found in this town as the connections between all of them. I would love to see this series continue

long past three books.
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